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A Nonlinear Constituent Based 
Viscoelastic Model for Articular 
Cartilage and Analysis of Tissue 
Remodeling Due to Altered 
Glycosaminoglycan-Collagen 
Interactions 
A constituent based nonlinear viscoelastic (VE) model was modiﬁed from a previous 
study (Vena, et al., 2006, “A Constituent-Based Model for the Nonlinear Viscoelastic 
Behavior of Ligaments,” J. Biomech. Eng., 128, pp. 449–457) to incorporate a gly­
cosaminoglycan (GAG)-collagen (COL) stress balance using compressible elastic stress 
constitutive equations speciﬁc to articular cartilage (AC). For uniaxial loading of a 
mixture of quasilinear VE constituents, time constant and relaxation ratio equations are 
derived to highlight how a mixture of constituents with distinct quasilinear VE properties 
is one mechanism that produces a nonlinear VE tissue. Uniaxial tension experiments 
were performed with newborn bovine AC specimens before and after �55% and �85% 
GAG depletion treatment with guanidine. Experimental tissue VE parameters were cal­
culated directly from stress relaxation data, while intrinsic COL VE parameters were 
calculated by curve ﬁtting the data with the nonlinear VE model with intrinsic GAG 
viscoelasticity neglected. Select tissue and intrinsic COL VE parameters were signiﬁ­
cantly different from control and experimental groups and correlated with GAG content, 
suggesting that GAG-COL interactions exist to modulate tissue and COL mechanical 
properties. Comparison of the results from this and other studies that subjected more 
mature AC tissue to GAG depletion treatment suggests that the GAGs interact with the 
COL network in a manner that may be beneﬁcial for rapid volumetric expansion during 
developmental growth while protecting cells from excessive matrix strains. Furthermore, 
the underlying GAG-COL interactions appear to diminish as the tissue matures, indicat­
ing a distinctive remodeling response during developmental growth. 
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3192139� 
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  Introduction 
Articular cartilage �AC� covers the ends of articulating bones in
ynovial joints and functions to transmit loads during joint motion
ith minimal friction. Approximately 60–80% of AC wet weight
WW� is interstitial ﬂuid �1� and the remaining weight is a porous
olid matrix �SM� composed of glycosaminoglycans �GAGs�, col-
agens �COLs�, and other noncollagenous proteins �2�. GAGs pro-
ide a ﬁxed negative charge that causes the SM to swell and resist
ompressive loads and a predominantly type II COL crosslinked
etwork resists tensile and shear loads �3�. 
The long-term goals of this study include improving structure-
unction relations among biochemical, molecular, and mechanical
roperties that may be used in continuum mechanics models of
C growth and remodeling �4,5�. A major obstacle is that AC
echanical properties are difﬁcult to model at the continuum level
ue to their complexity; they vary in location �2� and depth from
he articular surface �6�, exhibit anisotropy with respect to direc-
ions relative to anatomical split-line direction �7�, and exhibit
1Corresponding author. 
Contributed by the Bioengineering Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR­
AL OF BIOMECHANICAL ENGINEERING. Manuscript received November 15, 2008; ﬁnal
anuscript received June 3, 2009; published online September 1, 2009. Reviewonducted by Michael Sacks. 
ournal of Biomechanical Engineering Copyright © 20strong tension-compression asymmetry �8,9�. AC tissue is likely 
to experience ﬁnite, multidimensional strains when subject to
typical loads in vivo �10,11�. These observations suggest the need 
for ﬁnite deformation �i.e., nonlinear� anisotropic stress constitu­
tive equations. 
Furthermore, an AC generally exhibits both ﬂuid ﬂow-
dependent and ﬂow-independent �i.e., intrinsic� viscoelastic �VE�
behavior �12–17�. With regard to uniaxial tension �UT� stress re-
laxation, all VE models have a relaxation response that can be 
described by a time constant � and a relaxation ratio R. Linear and 
nonlinear VE models may be characterized by � and R parameters 
that are strain independent and strain dependent, respectively, 
while in the quasilinear VE model �18� R, but not �, is strain 
dependent �19�.2 AC tissue VE models employed linear 
�16,20,21�, quasilinear �12,14�, and nonlinear �17,22� viscoelastic-
ity yet none of these formulations used anisotropic elastic stress 
equations for ﬁnite deformations. Recently, Vena et al. �23� intro­
duced a constituent based VE model employing a mixture of qua­
silinear VE constituents with anisotropic elastic stress equations 
for ﬁnite deformations. That study showed that a mixture of qua­
silinear VE constituents leads to a nonlinear tissue VE response 
2These differences are discussed in more detail in Secs. 2 and 4. 
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1uggesting one mechanism that causes nonlinear VE behavior.
he ﬁrst objective of this study was to modify the model in Ref.
23� to incorporate, and thereby allow study of, AC viscoelasticity.
Previous studies suggested that VE parameters may change fol­
owing GAG depletion for AC �24–29� and other biological tis­
ues such as lung tissue �30�, temporomandibular joint disk tissue
31�, tendon tissue �32�, and mitral valve tissue �33�. While most
AG depletion studies with AC involved the use of mature tissue,
 recent study �29� suggested that GAG-COL interactions regulate
issue VE properties in a manner dependent on the tissue’s matu­
ational stage. In order to illustrate how a constituent based VE
odel may be used to improve delineation of AC structure-
unction relations in tissue growth and remodeling, the second
bjective of this study was to quantify the VE response for control
nd GAG depleted immature �i.e., newborn� bovine AC tested in
T. Including the comparison of the results with other studies
ith more mature AC tissue, this objective serves as a ﬁrst step
oward developing a better understanding of how AC remodels
uring developmental growth to modulate tissue VE properties. 
In UT, the effects of ﬂow-dependent viscoelasticity and intrin­
ic GAG viscoelasticity may be neglected as suggested in several
revious studies �22,34–37�3. Consequently, the use of such a
impliﬁed model with UT experiments facilitates the investigation
f several GAG-COL interactions on both tissue and COL VE
roperties. Here, indirect GAG interactions are deﬁned as those
hat result from a reduction in GAG swelling pressure and a re­
ultant elastic relaxation of the prestressed COL network arising
rom a GAG-COL stress balance, and direct GAG interactions are
eﬁned as those that arise due to both covalent and noncovalent
olecular interactions between GAGs and the COL network. 
The speciﬁc aims are �1� to develop a constituent based nonlin­
ar VE model speciﬁc to AC, �2� to perform UT stress relaxation
xperiments for both fresh and GAG depleted immature AC speci­
ens, and �3� to quantify both experimental tissue and intrinsic
OL VE parameters and assess whether signiﬁcant changes occur
ue to GAG depletion and if correlations with GAG and COL
ontents exist. 
 Methods 
2.1 Theory 
2.1.1 Preliminaries. In this work, the AC SM is assumed to
ccupy a reference conﬁguration �0 at time t0 and a conﬁguration
 at time t, such that �0 and � represent equilibrium and nonequi­
ibrium states, respectively. The right Cauchy–Green deformation
ensor C is 
C = FTF �1� 
here F is the deformation gradient tensor and T the transpose
perator. The elastic second Piola–Kirchhoff stress S is derived
rom a strain energy function W as 
�W 
S = 2  �2� 
�C 
nd is related to Cauchy stress T or ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress P 
sing 
JT = FSFT = PFT �3� 
here the Jacobian J is the determinant of F, i.e., J=det�F�. 
2.1.2 Stress Balance Hypothesis and Elastic Constitutive
aws. A GAG-COL stress balance is assumed such that SM stress
 is the sum of the GAG �SGAG� and COL �SCOL� stresses at every
ime t,4 
3These assumptions are discussed further in Sec. 4. 
4In Eq. �4�, stresses are VE stresses; a superscript e will be used to designatelastic stresses. 
01002-2 / Vol. 131, OCTOBER 2009 Fig. 1 The stress balance hypothesis. The GAG and COL con-
GAGstituents have their own reference conﬁgurations, �0 and COL P�0 . The GAG constituent has the same conﬁguration in �0 GAGand �0, which is equivalent to F0 =I and eSGAG„0…=−�1I. To 
balance this swelling stress, the COL network supports a ten­
sile prestress produced by an initial COL deformation gradient 
COLtensor F0 , which yields the initial collagen stress tensor 
eSCOL„0…= �1I. After a deformation F is applied, the constituent 
stresses are calculated relative to their respective reference 
COLconﬁgurations and using FGAG=FF0 . GAG and FCOL=FF0 
S�t� = SGAG�t� + SCOL�t� �4� 
Full details of the elastic stress equations are presented in Appen­
dix A. Brieﬂy, the elastic GAG stress eSGAG is based on a two 
compartmental �i.e., extra- and intraﬁbrillar water compartments� 
isotropic swelling stress model originally proposed in Ref. �38� 
and used in Refs. �5,39� to derive a continuum level GAG stress 
equation with material constants �1 and �2. The elastic COL 
stress eSCOL is based on Ref. �40� and contains both an isotropic 
component eS0 with material constant � and an anisotropic bimo­
eSBIMdular ﬁber-reinforced component with material constants 
�1, �2, �3, and �, which are active �i.e., nonzero� only when their 
corresponding ﬁbers are in tension. 
The GAG and COL constituents are allowed to have distinct 
reference conﬁgurations, �0 
COL �Fig. 1�. Each constitu-GAG and �0 COLGAG and F0 
map it to the SM reference conﬁguration �0. The SM occupies a 
stress-free equilibrium reference conﬁguration at time t=0, i.e., 
S�0�= eS�0�=0. However, the GAG isotropic swelling stress 
model does not have a stress-free conﬁguration. Here, the GAG 
constituent has the same conﬁguration in �0 
ent is then prescribed an initial deformation, F0 , to
GAG and �0, which is 
GAG eSGAG�0� =−�1I.equivalent to F0 =I and from Eq. �A1� 
5 To 
balance this swelling stress, the COL network must support a 
tensile prestress produced by an initial COL deformation gradient 
COLtensor F0 , which yields the initial collagen stress tensor, 
eSCOL�0� =�1I. F0 
COL can be determined from Eqs. �A3� and �A7�. 
After a deformation F is applied, the constituent stresses are cal­
culated relative to their respective reference conﬁgurations using 
FGAG GAG FCOL COL= FF0 , = FF0 �5� 
2.1.3 Constituent Based Viscoelasticity. To implement con­
stituent based viscoelasticity, the method of Ref. �23� for each 
constituent stress in Eq. �4� is implemented as6 
5Equation numbers preceded by “A” and “B” refer to those in Appendices A and 
B. 
6VE models usually include a term for strain rate �i.e., dE / dt� inside the convo­
lution integral to account for the dependence on strain rate. As stress is proportional 
to strain, the dependence on strain rate can also be achieved with a stress rate term 
dS /dt �23�. 
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Jig. 2 Stress response to a step increase in strain and, con­
equently, a step increase in elastic stress �eS at time tstep >0
ith initial equilibrium elastic stress eS„0… 
t d eSGAG 
eSGAG�0� + � GGAG�t − �� d� + eSCOL�0�S�t� = d�0 
t d eSCOL 
GCOL�t − ��+ � d� �6� d�0 
wo different relaxation functions, GGAG and GCOL, allow each
onstituent to have its own VE behavior. The relaxation functions
re evaluated as a Prony series of exponential terms �20,23� 
n 
GAG GAG�GGAG�t� = 1 +  � gi exp�− t/�i 
i=1 
�7�
n 
COL COL�GCOL�t� = 1 +  � gi exp�− t/�i 
i=1 
here �i and gi are called constituent time constants and ampliﬁ­
ation coefﬁcients, respectively. 
2.1.4 Stress Response to a Step Increase in Strain. In this
tudy, �i and gi are assumed strain independent to represent qua­
ilinear constituent viscoelasticity. However, the constituent based
E model renders nonlinear tissue viscoelasticity with strain-
ependent tissue time constant and relaxation ratios, as derived
elow for a step increase in strain. To simplify the derivation, only
he stress S for uniaxial loading with a single constituent will be
onsidered, thus Eq. �6� reduces to 
t deS 
S�t� = eS�0� + � G�t − �� d� �8� d�0 
onsider the stress response to a step increase in strain and, con­
equently, a step increase in elastic stress �eS at time tstep � 0 with
nitial equilibrium elastic stress eS�0� �Fig. 2�. For this special
ase, the following equation for the stress at t� tstep is obtained in
ppendix B:7 
n 
− �t − tstep� S�t� = eS�0� + �eS + �eS� gi exp� � �9� 
i=1 �i 
2.1.5 Relation Between Tissue and Constituent Time
onstants. The tissue time constant � is deﬁned as the amount of
ime t it takes for the tissue stress to relax by 63.2% from its peak
alue S�tstep� following a step increase in strain and can be calcu­
ated from 
S��� = Sequil + 0.368�S�tstep� − Sequil� �10� 
here the equilibrium stress is 
7 e eNote that as t →�, S�t� is the equilibrium �elastic� stress S�0�+� S. 
ournal of Biomechanical Engineering � �
� � 
� 
� � 
� �
 
� � � 
� � � 
eSGAG�0� + � eSGAG + eSCOL�0� + � eSCOLSequil = �11� 
The peak stress is obtained upon evaluating Eq. �9� at t= tstep for 
each constituent 
n 
eSGAG�0� + � eSGAG GAG + eSCOL�0�S�tstep� = 1 +  � gi 
� � 
i=1 
n 
+ � eSCOL COL1 +  � gi �12� 
i=1 
Using Eqs. �11� and �12� in Eq. �10� yields 
n n 
� eSGAG� GAG + � eSCOL� COLS��� = Sequil + 0.368 gi gi 
i=1 i=1 
�13� 
Evaluating Eq. �9� at t=� for each constituent and using Eq. �11� 
one obtains 
n 
GAG exp
− �� − tstepS��� = Sequil + � eSGAG� gi � GAG � 
i=1 �i 
n 
+ � eSCOL� COL − �� − tstep� gi exp �14�COL 
i=1 �i 
Equating Eqs. �13� and �14� allows the calculation of � from 
n n 
� eSGAG� GAG + � eSCOL� COL0.368 gi gi 
i=1 i=1 
n 
= � eSGAG� GAG − �� − tstepgi exp GAG 
i=1 �i 
n 
+ � eSCOL� COL − �� − tstepgi exp COL �15� 
i=1 �i 
For a single constituent Eq. �15� reduces to 
n n 
− �� − tstep� 0.368� gi = � gi exp� � �16� 
i=1 i=1 �i 
which reveals that when the relaxation function parameters are 
constants, � is strain independent, a characteristic of quasilinear 
viscoelasticity. Conversely, for constituent based viscoelasticity 
Eq. �15� reveals that � depends on the applied UT strain �because 
of the dependence on stress in Eq. �15�� a characteristic of non­
linear viscoelasticity. 
2.1.6 Relation Between Tissue and Constituent Relaxation 
Ratios. The relaxation ratio R is deﬁned as equilibrium stress di­
vided by peak stress 
SequilR = �17� 
S�tstep� Using Eqs. �11� and �12� in Eq. �17� yields 
OCTOBER 2009, Vol. 131 / 101002-3 
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eSGAG�0� + � eSGAG + eSCOL�0� + � eSCOL 
R = �18� 
n n
 
eSGAG�0� + �eSGAG GAG + eSCOL�0� + � eSCOL COL
1 +  � gi 1 +  � gi 
i=1 i=1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 � � 
or a single constituent Eq. �18� reduces to 
eS�0� + �eS 
R = �19� 
n 
eS�0� + �eS 1 +  � gi
i=1 
hich reveals that when the relaxation function parameters are
onstants, R is strain dependent as it is a function of applied UT
train when the initial strain is not zero, a characteristic of quasi-
inear viscoelasticity.8 For constituent based viscoelasticity, Eq.
18� reveals how R additionally depends on the constituent prop­
rties. 
2.1.7 Time Discretization Procedure. In the current study, the
ethod of Ref. �23� is modiﬁed in three ways. �1� The initial
quilibrium elastic stresses of the constituents, eSGAG�0� and
SCOL�0�, are nonzero in a SM stress-free reference conﬁguration;
2� the ﬁrst term in the relaxation functions equals 1 instead of a
ariable g� so that the equilibrium elastic stress is obtained as t 
�; and �3� the incompressibility assumption is not used. These
odiﬁcations result in a slightly different time discretization
cheme summarized here.9 
To simplify the ﬁnal result, a recursive expression for time-
ependent matrices ci�t� and a scalar cCOL speciﬁc to COL are
eﬁned as 
COL�cci�t� = exp�− �t/�i i�t − �t� 
eSCOL�t� − eSCOL�t − �t�COL�i COL��+ gi COL�1 − exp�− �t/�i � � �t 
�20� 
nd 
n 
1 COL�i 
COL��cCOL = 1 +  gi 
COL�1 − exp�− �t/�i �21� �t � i=1 
he time discretization procedure used to calculate SCOL�t+�t� 
fter a time increment �t is 
SCOL�t + �t� = �cCOL�eSCOL�t + �t� + �1 −  cCOL�eSCOL�t� 
n 
COL�c+ � exp�− �t/�i i�t� �22� 
i=1 
n analogous expression may be obtained for the GAG constitu­
nt. 
2.1.8 A Model for UT and Aggregate COL VE Parameters.
or UT analysis, GAG viscoelasticity is neglected upon assuming
hat the AC UT VE response is dominated by intrinsic COL
iscoelasticity.10 The UT model is obtained by setting all GAG
elaxation parameters gi 
GAG equal to zero. As seen below, a differ­
nt number of Prony series terms for the COL relaxation function
re needed for different experimental groups, thus, it is not pos­
ible to investigate signiﬁcant differences for gi 
COL be-COL and �i 
8Note that relative to a zero stress-zero strain conﬁguration, R deﬁned by Eq. �19�
s strain independent, which is also a characteristic of quasilinear viscoelasticity.
9The derivation is nearly identical to that in Ref. �23� and the reader is referred to
hat paper for full details.
10This assumption is discussed further in Sec. 4. 
01002-4 / Vol. 131, OCTOBER 2009 tween groups. Instead, an aggregate COL time constant and an 
COLaggregate COL relaxation ratio are deﬁned as functions of gi 
and �i 
COL to render COL viscous properties that may be compared 
between groups with different number of relaxation function 
terms. 
For the UT model, the amount of time t= �COL A it takes to relax 
by 63.2% can be calculated from Eq. �15�, which reduces upon 
neglecting intrinsic GAG VE to 
n n 
COL COL − ��
COL 
A − tstep� 0.368� gi = � gi exp� � �23�COL 
i=1 i=1 �i 
where �A 
COL is deﬁned as the aggregate COL time constant. The 
relaxation ratio R from Eq. �16� reduces upon neglecting intrinsic 
GAG VE and using a SM stress free reference conﬁguration to 
� eSGAG + � eSCOL 
R = �24� 
n 
� eSGAG + � eSCOL COL�1 +  � gi � 
i=1 
suggesting a deﬁnition for an aggregate COL relaxation ratio 
COL 11RA as 
1COLRA = �25� n 
COL1 +  � gi 
i=1 
Recall that, relative to a stress- and strain-free conﬁguration, the 
time constant and relaxation ratio depend on the applied UT strain 
for a nonlinear VE material but do not depend on the applied UT 
strain for a quasilinear VE material. Thus, for the UT model, Eqs. 
�24� and �23� reveal that the relaxation ratio, but not the time 
constant, depends on the applied UT strain. Consequently, this 
model falls somewhere between nonlinear and quasilinear vis­
coelasticity. 
2.2 Experiments. From an earlier study �41�, the UT stress 
relaxation response was measured on groups of adjacent paired 
AC explants having 0%, �55%, and �85% GAG depletion. 
Newborn �1–3 week old� bovine AC patellofemoral groove ex­
plants were harvested from �0.6 mm below the AC surface and 
sliced to a thickness of �0.25 mm. Twelve explants were har­
vested corresponding to four specimens per group. The control 
group �no GAG depletion, i.e., GD-0� did not receive enzyme 
treatment. The explants for the �85% GAG extraction group 
�GD-85� were rinsed in guanidine HCl �Gnd� to remove �85% 
GAG mass. The explants for the �55% GAG extraction group 
�GD-55� were rinsed in Gnd to remove �85% GAG mass and 
then soaked in a solution of Gnd saturated with cartilage extract to 
replete GAG mass to �45% of the average GD-0 GAG mass. 
Explants were punched into tapered tensile specimens �length 
�4 mm and cross-sectional gauge area of �0.25�0.8 mm2� and 
oriented such that the direction of uniaxial loading was along the 
anterior-posterior direction, approximately perpendicular to the 
split-line direction �42�. The thickness of each tensile specimen 
was measured at three locations in the gauge region and averaged 
11Equation �25� deﬁnes a viscous material constant that is independent of strain, 
decoupling elastic and viscous properties and is preferable to Eq. �24�, which couples 
elastic and viscous properties, for statistical analysis of COL viscous properties. 
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=
GAG��2 and the continuity equation��0 
GAGJGAG GAG eSGAG=�0 and Eq. �3� was used to obtain �Eq.
or cross-sectional area calculations. The specimens were loaded
nto a testing ﬁxture, pulled to a tare-load of 0.05 N �equivalent to
 stress of �0.2 MPa�, allowed to relax, and then pulled to 10%
train under displacement control over a 40 s ramp. Displacement
as held at 10% strain during a 900 s stress relaxation period. The
easured load and displacement were converted to ﬁrst Piola–
irchhoff stress �load/original cross-sectional area� and strain
elongation/initial clamp to clamp distance�. 
Each tensile specimen and residual tissue obtained during
reparation were saved for biochemical analysis. Samples were
olubilized with proteinase K �43� and analyzed to quantify con­
ent of sulfated GAG �44� and hydroxyproline �45�. Hydroxypro­
ine content was converted to COL content by assuming a mass
atio of COL /hydroxyproline=7.25 for bovine cartilage �46,47�.
iochemical parameters were normalized to tissue wet weight to
epresent constituent content. 
2.3 Parameter Estimation 
2.3.1 Experimental Tissue VE Parameters. Experimental
tress data were used to calculate experimental tissue VE param­
ters that are independent of the proposed VE model. Equilibrium
tress was deﬁned as the stress at the end of the relaxation phase.
xperimental Young’s modulus Eexp was deﬁned as equilibrium
tress divided by applied strain �0.10�. The experimental time con­
tant �exp was deﬁned as the amount of time it takes for the stress
o relax by 63.2% from the peak stress that occurs at the end of
he ramp phase. The experimental relaxation ratio Rexp was de­
ned as equilibrium stress/peak stress. 
2.3.2 Elastic Material Properties. Experimental stress and
iochemical data were used to calculate elastic GAG-COL param­
ters in elastic constitutive equations using MATLAB. GAG ma­
erial constants �1 and �2 Eq. �A1� were calculated using an ex­
ended two compartment �i.e., extra- and intraﬁbrillar water�
welling stress model for AC GAGs developed by Basser et al.
38� and extended by Klisch and co-workers �5,39�. For each
pecimen, biochemical mass measurements were used to calculate
AG swelling stress �normalized to extraﬁbrillar water area�,
hich is then converted to GAG Cauchy stress �normalized to
issue area�. It was assumed that one set of parameters is a valid
escription for the GAG stress-density relations for each group,
herefore, the four specimens for each group were pooled together
TGAGo curve ﬁt the theoretical GAG Cauchy stress, = 
�1��
GAG��2I to yield parameters �1 
as calculated using �1 �1 
and �2. The parameter �1
A1��. 
Due to a lack of comprehensive data, the COL elastic param­
ters ��, �+12, �+13, and �+23� were held constant among all
pecimens. In this model, � corresponds to the tissue shear modu­
us for small strain elasticity theory and was estimated from tor­
ional shear data for newborn bovine AC �48� as 0.11 MPa. The
alues of �+12, �+13, and �+23 were obtained from Refs. �5,40� as
5 deg, 35 deg, and 35 deg, respectively, which produce reason­
ble predictions for anisotropic and asymmetric Young’s moduli
nd Poisson’s ratios for newborn bovine and adult human AC. The
emaining elastic COL material constants were constrained by
1= �2=2�3=�, which produce reasonable predictions for me­
hanical properties of newborn bovine AC �5�. Consequently,
here remains only one adjustable COL elastic parameter, �1,
hich was calculated on a specimen-speciﬁc basis. Speciﬁcally, a
ATLAB code was developed that solves for the initial COL defor­
ation gradient tensor F0 
COL and �1 that yields a SM stress-free
eference conﬁguration �i.e., S�0�=0�, and matches the measured
quilibrium stress at 10% strain. 
COL2.3.3 Viscous Material Properties. After determining F0 
nd �1, the VE time discretization procedure �Eqs. �20�–�22�� with
wo terms in the Prony series for the COL relaxation function 
ournal of Biomechanical Engineering group values. Consequently, the effects of GAG depletion on COL 
were coded in MATLAB to solve the UT boundary-value problem 
with traction free boundary conditions on the free surfaces using 
ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress. For each specimen, an iterative opti­
mization procedure was implemented to determine COL VE pa-
COL COLrameters ��1 , g1 
COL
, and g2, �2 
COL� that minimize the squared 
sum of residual errors between experimental and theoretical stress 
values. A parameter study revealed that the optimal solution for 
the GD-0 and GD-55 groups did not depend on initial guesses for 
COL COL��1 , g1 
COL
, and g2, �2 
COL�. However, the solution did depend 
on initial guesses for the GD-85 group. Consequently, for GD-85 
specimens one term in the Prony series for the COL relaxation 
function was used.12 After optimization, the aggregate time con­
stant �A 
COL were calculated using Eqs. COL and relaxation ratio RA 
�23� and �25�, respectively. 
2.4 Parameter Studies. A parameter study was conducted in 
order to differentiate between effects of the different GAG-COL 
interaction mechanisms on the tissue VE response. The MATLAB 
code was modiﬁed to obtain the UT boundary-value problem so­
lution using ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress and averaged values of the 
elastic and viscous parameters for the GD-0 group to identify a 
baseline case. Additional solutions were obtained to model pro­
gressive changes to the GD-0 VE properties due to treatment. 
First, the effect of an altered GAG-COL stress balance due to 
reduced GAG content on tissue VE properties were isolated: Av­
eraged GAG elastic parameters ��1, �2� were adjusted to the 
GD-55 and GD-85 values while the COL VE parameters were 
kept equal to the GD-0 values. Second, the incremental effect of 
direct GAG interactions on COL elasticity was isolated: In addi­
tion to �1 and �2, averaged COL elastic parameters ��1� were 
adjusted to the GD-55 and GD-85 values while the COL viscous 
parameters were kept equal to the GD-0 values. Third, the incre­
mental effect of direct GAG interactions on COL viscous proper­
ties was isolated: In addition to �1, �2, and �1, the COL viscous 
COL COLparameters �1 , g1 
COL
, and g2, �2 
COL were adjusted resulting in 
simulations using averaged values for all elastic and viscous pa­
rameters for the GD-55 and GD-85 groups. 
2.5 Statistical Analysis. The effects of GAG depletion treat­
ment on experimental tissue VE parameters �Eexp, �exp, and Rexp�, 
COLaggregate VE parameters ��A , RA 
COL�, and COL elastic param­
eter ��1� were assessed using analysis of variance �ANOVA� with 
posthoc Tukey testing. Since a lesser number of COL viscous 
parameters were needed to obtain unique solutions for the GD-85 
group, they were not directly compared with the GD-0 and GD-55 
COL COLviscous parameters �1 , g1 , �
COL
2 , and g2 
COL were compared 
using paired t-tests for the GD-0 and GD-55 groups only. Corre­
lations between all VE parameters with GAG and COL contents 
were investigated using linear regression with a t-test analysis of 
the regression slope. For all statistical analyses, a 0.05 probability 
of type-1 error was assumed �p=0.05�. 
3 Results 
Experimental tissue VE parameters �Eexp, �exp, and Rexp� in-
creased �p�0.01�, decreased �p�0.001�, and increased �p 
�0.001�, respectively, due to increasing GAG depletion treatment 
�Table 1; Fig. 3�. All three �Eexp, �exp, and Rexp� were signiﬁcantly 
correlated with GAG content �p �0.05, 0.01, and 0.0001, respec­
tively� but not COL content, although positive trends with COL 
existed for Eexp �R2=0.17, p=0.19� and Rexp �R2=0.21, p=0.13� 
�Fig. 4�. 
Unique VE model parameters for the GD-0 and GD-55 speci­
mens were obtained with two Prony series terms in the COL re­
laxation function; as mentioned above, unique solutions for the 
COL12For GD-85 specimens, the COL VE parameters ��1 , g1 
COL� were independent of initial guesses. 
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able 1 Experimental GAG and COL contents normalized to
issue WW, GAG elastic material parameters „�1, �2…, COL VE
COL COL COLarameters „�1, �1 , g1 , �COL2 , and g2 …, and curve ﬁt R2 val­
es; mean+1 standard deviation values were shown; GD-0 is
he control group with no GAG depletion; GD-55 and GD-85 are
xperimental groups with È55% and 85% GAG depletion,
espectively. 
Group 
arameter GD-0 GD-55 GD-85 
1 �MPa� 2.91�1.3 4.77�1.1 11.0�3.1 
COL �1 s� 30.7�11.1 23.6�1.1 82.2�25.6 
COL
1 1.10�0.76 0.81�0.08 0.28�0.05 
COL �2 s� 312.1�54.3 383.2�53.2 N/A 
AG/WW �mg/g� 33.6� 5.6 14.6�1.6 7.4�1.4 
OL/WW �mg/g� 87.8� 5.6 85.9�15.7 106.6� 15.8 
1 �MPa� 0.213 0.044 0.015 
2.53 1.56 2.69 2 
COL
2 0.80�0.15 0.28�0.03 N/A 
2 0.97�0.04 0.99�0.00 0.99�0.00 
D-85 specimens were obtained with one Prony series term
Table 1, Fig. 5�. The COL elastic parameter �1 increased due to
ncreasing GAG depletion treatment �p�0.001� �Table 1; Fig. 6�.
he COL VE parameter g2 
COL decreased due to increasing GAG
epletion treatment �p�0.01� �Table 1; Fig. 6�, while a signiﬁcant
COL �ifference was almost detected for �2 p=0.06� �Table 1; Fig.
�. The aggregate VE relaxation parameter RA 
COL increased due to
ncreasing GAG depletion treatment �p� 0.0001� while a signiﬁ-
COL �ant difference was almost detected for �A p=0.08� �Fig. 6�.
he VE parameters ��1, g2 
COL� were signiﬁcantly cor-COL, and RA 
elated with GAG content �p�0.01, 0.0001, and 0.001, respec­
ively� �Fig. 7�. None of the VE parameters were signiﬁcantly
orrelated with COL content although positive trends existed for
COL �1 �R2=0.19, p=0.15� and RA R2=0.25, p=0.10� �Fig. 7�. 
The parameter studies using averaged GAG elastic parameters
�1, �2� for the GD-55 and GD-85 groups with COL VE param-
COL COLters ��1, �1 , g1 , �
COL
2 , and g2 
COL� for the GD-0 group showed
hat indirect GAG interactions resulting from the stress balance
tion behavior �i.e., time constant and relaxation ratio� �Fig. 8�.
ypothesis modulate peak and equilibrium stresses but not relax-
he parameter studies using averaged elastic parameters ��1, �2,
nd �1� for the GD-55 and GD-85 groups with COL viscous pa-
COL COLameters ��1 , g1 , �
COL
2 , and g2 
COL� for the GD-0 group showed
hat the additional effect of direct GAG interactions on COL elas­
icity further modulates peak and equilibrium stresses but not re-
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Fig. 5 Specimen-speciﬁc curve-ﬁts of the constituent based 
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GD-85 are experimental groups with È55% and 85% GAG 
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COL COL COL COL COLameters „�1, �1	 COL, and RA …; mean+1, g1 , �2 , g2 , �A 
tandard deviation values were shown; GD-0 is the control
roup with no GAG depletion; GD-55 and GD-85 are experimen­
al groups with È55% and 85% GAG depletion, respectively;
COL and g22 COL values were not reported for GD-85 specimens
ecause only one Prony series term was used in the COL re-
COL:axation function for that group. For �1, �A � is theCOL, and RA 
igniﬁcant difference between experimental and control group
alues and �� is the signiﬁcant difference between experimen­
al group values „ANOVA with posthoc Tukey testing p <0.05….
COL COL COL: �	 or �1 , g1 , �COL2 , and g2 is the signiﬁcant difference
etween GD-0 and GD-55 group values „paired t-test p <0.05…. 
axation behavior �Fig. 8�. The simulations with all GAG and
OL VE parameters for the GD-55 and GD-85 groups showed
hat COL VE parameters modulate relaxation behavior in addition
o peak and equilibrium stresses.	 
 Discussion 
A constituent based nonlinear VE model for AC tissue was
eveloped using quasilinear VE GAG and COL constituents. For
niaxial loading it was shown that this model produces a nonlin­
ar VE response for which both the time constant and relaxation
atio are strain dependent, as opposed to a quasilinear VE re­
ponse for which only the relaxation ratio is strain dependent.
ore speciﬁcally, the quasilinear VE relaxation ratio is strain de­
endent when the initial strain is not zero but is strain independent
hen the initial strain is zero. That conclusion highlights one
echanism that contributes to nonlinear VE properties, i.e., the
resence of multiple constituents that contribute distinct VE pa­
ameters. For the UT model that neglected GAG VE for the analy­
is of UT experiments, it was shown that the time constant is
train independent while the relaxation ratio is strain dependent
ven when the initial strain is zero, in contrast to quasilinear vis­
oelasticity. Consequently, the UT model falls somewhere be­
ween quasilinear and nonlinear viscoelasticity. 
The results for the experimental tissue VE parameters �Eexp,
exp
, and Rexp� when compared with results from previous studies
hat included more mature AC tissue tested in UT suggest that
here exist GAG-COL interactions that remodel during develop­
exp expE /�ental growth. Speciﬁcally, values were increased/ 
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RA … versus GAG and COL contents: GD-0 is the control group 
with no GAG depletion; GD-55 and GD-85 are experimental 
groups with È55% and 85% GAG depletion, respectively. The 
linear regression results were only shown for signiﬁcant corre­
lations „t-test analysis of regression slope p<0.05…. 
decreased following GAG depletion and correlated with GAG 
Eexp /�expcontent in this study. In contrast, values were 
maintained/decreased following GAG depletion in Ref. �26� with 
more mature AC tissue �18 months old bovine� and Eexp values 
were decreased following GAG depletion and not correlated with 
GAG content in Ref. �24,25� with adult human tissue. These dif­
ferences may be due to the use of a more mature AC tissue in 
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Fig. 8 The parameter study results were 
mechanisms arising from GAG-COL inte
sponse: absolute „top… and normalized „bo
progressive changes in untreated „GD-0… 
GD-85…; parameters used are listed in Table
simulations for each treatment were indis
GAG and COL elastic parameters modulat
not the relaxation behavior „bottom…. COL 
librium stresses „top… and relaxation behav
efs. �24–26� than the newborn ��1–3 weeks old� bovine AC
issue used here. This hypothesis is supported by recent results
hat the effects of GAG depletion on tensile properties �i.e., equi­
ibrium modulus, ramp modulus, strength, and failure strain� de­
end on AC tissue maturational stage �29�. 
In addition to the studies mentioned above for AC tissue tested
n UT, GAG depleted tissue was tested in unconﬁned compression
rom mature �1–2 years old� bovine AC and modeled using small
train poroviscoelastiy �27�. Those results showed that VE time
onstants decreased due to GAG depletion, in agreement with the
esults of this study, and the unconﬁned compression elastic
odulus decreased due to GAG depletion, in contrast with the
esults of this study. Again, this difference is likely due to the
istinct maturational stages of the specimens. 
Collectively, these results suggest that during maturation there
xist GAG-COL interactions that provide for a highly compliant
i.e., low tensile modulus� SM. The biological signiﬁcance of a
ighly compliant SM is a key property that underlies a mechanism
or rapid volumetric expansion during developmental growth. Fur­
her, GAG-COL interactions may provide a lower relaxation ratio
i.e., higher peak stress for a given equilibrium stress� and en­
anced viscous properties as illustrated in Fig. 8. As a creep
nalysis would reveal lower SM strains during repeated load ap­
lications, the biological signiﬁcance of enhanced viscous proper­
ies may be that it is a mechanism that may protect cells against
xcessive matrix strains, that are know to cause cell death �49�,
uring repeated loading. 
A novel outcome of this study was that the experimental tissue
E response with and without GAG depletion treatment was in­
erpreted in terms of a constituent based VE model. Although in
eneral both GAG and COL intrinsic VE parameters may be ac­
ive during complex in vivo loading conditions, in this study in­
rinsic GAG viscoelasticity was neglected due to the assumption
hat the UT VE response is dominated by intrinsic COL viscoelas­
icity. This assumption was invoked in previous studies �34–37�
nd is supported by experimental time constants and dynamic 
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own to differentiate between the different 
tions on the experimental tissue VE re­
m… stress results for UT simulations with 
up parameters due to treatment „GD-55, 
The stress-time curves from the ﬁrst three 
guishable in the normalized stress plots. 
e peak and equilibrium stresses „top… but 
cous parameters modulate peak and equi­
 „bottom…. 
moduli measured in shear for GAG solutions �26,50,51�, which 
were several orders of magnitude less than time constants and 
dynamic moduli measured for intact AC �26,52�. Those previous 
results, combined with the hypothesis that shear resistance is pro­
vided by tensile stresses produced in the GAG inﬂated COL net­
work �53�, suggest that intrinsic GAG viscoelasticity can be ne­
glected in UT. Indeed, this assumption was supported by pilot 
GAGanalyses for the current study with four VE coefﬁcients �g1 , 
GAG COL
, and �1�1 , g1 
COL� as unique solutions for these coefﬁcients 
were not found and the best-ﬁt solutions yielded tensile GAG 
stresses of �0.3 MPa, which may not be physically relevant as 
GAGs are thought to provide primarily compressive resistance.13 
If the assumption of neglecting intrinsic GAG viscoelasticity is 
valid, then the results of this study suggest that GAGs interact 
with the COL network to affect intrinsic COL viscoelasticity as 
select COL VE parameters changed due to GAG depletion and 
were correlated with GAG content. Interestingly, the GD-0 and 
GD-55 specimens exhibited distinct short- and long-term relax­
ation regimes as evidenced by the ability of the model to ﬁnd 
unique solutions using two Prony series terms in the COL relax­
ation function, whereas this distinction was not possible to detect 
for GD-85 specimens. The parameter studies suggest that indirect 
GAG interactions arising from a GAG-COL stress balance as well 
as direct GAG interactions on COL elastic parameters modulate 
the peak and equilibrium stresses while direct GAG interactions 
on COL viscous parameters modulate the relaxation response. 
Although the elastic moduli were correlated with GAG content 
they were not correlated with COL content, in contrast to results 
in Ref. �24�. The protocols, which included two treatment groups 
that depleted GAGs by �55% and 85%, produced a wide range of 
GAG content, which made it possible to detect correlations with 
13Also, our own pilot simulations using a poroviscoelastic model �results of which 
are not presented� justiﬁed the assumption that ﬂuid ﬂow-dependent viscoelasticity sh
rac
tto
gro
 1. 
tin
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viscan be neglected for out UT protocols. 
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JAG content with a limited number of specimens in each group.
owever, all groups had comparable COL content making it dif­
cult to detect correlations with COL content; since positive
rends existed for Eexp �p=0.19�, Rexp �p=0.13�, �1 �p=0.15�, and
COL �pA =0.10� it is likely that increasing the number of speci­
ens would allow for the detection of correlations with COL
ontent. 
A previous study �54� suggested that although tissue VE is af­
ected by GAG depletion for aortic valve tissue, the mechanism
or such changes is decreasing water content that accompanies
AG depletion. However, additional statistical analyses for the
resent study �results of which are not presented� revealed no
igniﬁcant correlations between any of the VE parameters and
ater content, suggesting that GAG-COL interactions were more
rominent than water-COL interactions for the experiments per­
ormed in this study. 
In summary, a constituent based nonlinear VE model was de­
eloped that modiﬁed a previous model �23� and used to quantify
C tissue remodeling due to altered GAG-COL interactions. The
esults suggest that the GAGs interact with the COL network to
ffect tissue VE properties in immature AC tissue. Upon consid­
ring results from other studies with more mature tissue, it ap­
ears that GAG-COL interactions exist that may be beneﬁcial for
apid volumetric expansion during developmental growth while
rotecting cells from excessive matrix strains. Furthermore, such
nteractions appear to diminish as the tissue matures, indicative of
 remodeling response during developmental growth. 
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ppendix A 
The elastic stress constitutive law is based on a bimodular poly-
onvex ﬁber-reinforced anisotropic strain energy function for AC
40� where an isotropic GAG matrix is reinforced with a COL
ber constituent. The elastic GAG stress eSGAG is based on a two
ompartmental �i.e., extra- and intraﬁbrillar water compartments�
sotropic swelling stress model for AC GAGs originally proposed
n Ref. �38� and used in Refs. �5,39� to derive the polyconvex
ontinuum level model 
�1eSGAG = −  CGAG �A1�
�JGAG��2−1 
here �1 and �2 are material constants. 
The elastic COL stress eSCOL is based on Ref. �40� and contains
eS0oth an isotropic component and a anisotropic bimodular
omponent eSBIM: 
eSCOL eS0 + eSBIM= �A2� 
S0 is deﬁned as 
eS0 = ��I − �CCOL�−1� �A3� 
here � is a material constant and −1 denotes an inverse operator.
he ﬁber reinforcement of the SM appears in eSBIM. In this model,
here are three primary ﬁber directions along mutually orthogonal
nit vectors E1, E2, and E3, which generate structural tensors 
M1 = E1 � E1, M2 = E2 � E2, M3 = E3 � E3 �A4� 
here � is the dyadic product. Also, there are two secondary ﬁber
irections in each of the three planes created by the primary unit 
ournal of Biomechanical Engineering �
�
�
� �
vectors E1, E2, and E3 �planes 1-2, 2-3, and 1-3� along unit vec­
tors �E�12, E�23, and E�13� deﬁned by angles ���12, ��23, and 
��13� as 
E�12 = cos ��12E1 � sin ��12E2 
E�23 = cos ��23E2 � sin ��23E3 �A5� 
E�13 = cos ��13E1 � sin ��13E3 
These generate structural tensors 
M�12 = cos2 �12E1 � E1 + sin2 �12E2 � E2 
� cos �12 sin�12�E1 � E2 + E2 � E1� 
M�23 = cos2 �23E2 � E2 + sin2 �23E3 � E3 
� cos �12 sin �12�E2 � E3 + E3 � E2� �A6� 
M�13 = cos2 �13E1 � E1 + sin2 �13E3 � E3 
� cos �13 sin �13�E1 � E3 + E3 � E1� 
The strain energy function WBIM is modiﬁed from Ref. �40� to 
model a linear stress-strain response typical of newborn bovine 
tissue. The resulting expression for eSBIM is 
3
 
eSBIM 2 2
= � �i��2i ���i 2 − 1�Mi + ����12����12 − 1�M�12 
i=1 
2 2 2 2+ ����23����23 − 1�M�23 + ����13����13 − 1�M�13 
�A7� 
where �i 
2 terms represent the component of CCOL in the ith direc­
2 2 2tion �i.e., M1 ·CCOL, etc.� and ��12, ��23, and ��13 represent the 
CCOLsquared stretch in the secondary ﬁber directions �i.e., M+12 · , 
etc.�. The material constants �1, �2, �3, and � implement the bi­
modular feature with the following deﬁnitions:14 
� 2�i for �i � 1 �i��i 2� = 2 
�
0 for �i � 1 
�A8� 
2� for �+12 � 12���+12 � = 2 , etc. 0 for �+12 � 1 
Appendix B 
Recall Eq. �8� for the loading stress S for UT with a single 
constituent 
t deS 
S�t� = eS�0� + � G�t − �� d� �B1� d�0 
For a step increase in elastic stress �eS at time tstep �0 with initial 
equilibrium elastic stress eS�0�, the elastic stress response is rep­
resented with the Heaviside step function H�t , tstep� 
�
eS�t� = eS�0� + H�t,tstep��eS where 
�B2� 
0 for t � tstepH�t,tstep� = 1 for t � tstep 
so that 
14It can be seen from Eq. �A8� that when a COL ﬁber direction is not stretched in 
e BIMtension, it is “turned off” and does not contribute to S . 
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R
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1��
� � 
deS � for t = tstep
= �eS���,tstep� where ��t,tstep� = d� 0 for t � tstep 
�B3�
here ��t , tstep� is the unit impulse function. When t� tstep, the
onvolution integral in Eq. �B1� can be evaluated by separating
−he integration limits at tstep, deﬁned as the moment before the
nstantaneous step 
t − deS tstep
� d� d� = �
G�t − �� G�t − ���eS���,tstep�d� 0 0 
t 
+ � G�t − ��� �B4�eS���,tstep�d� 
−tstep 
here the ﬁrst term on the right side of Eq. �B4� is zero because
he unit impulse function is zero for t � tstep. Using an expression
or G�t-�� from Eq. �7� in Eq. �B4� yields 
t deS t
� G�t − �� d� = � �d�
�eS���,tstep

0 d� t−
 step 
nt 
− �t − �� 
+ � � gi exp� ��eS���,tstep�d� 
t− i=1 �i step 
�B5� 
y noting the integral of the unit impulse function is the Heavi­
ide step function, the ﬁrst term on the right side of Eq. �B5�
ecomes 
�t �=t�eS���,tstep�d� = �eSH��,tstep�� − = �eS �B6��=t
step
tstep
− 
he following equation is needed to integrate the product of a
unction f�t� and the impulse function ��t , a�. 
�d ��t,a�f�t�dt = f�a� for − �� − d � a � d ��  
−d 
�B7� 
sing Eq. �B7� the second term on the right side of Eq. �B5�
ecomes 
nt 
− �t − �� 
gi exp �
eS���,tstep�d�� 
− 
� � �i �tstep i=1 
n 
− �t − tstep� 
= �eS� gi exp� � �B8� 
i=1 �i 
y substituting Eqs. �B5�, �B6�, and �B8� into Eq. �B1� yields the
tress at t� tstep 
n
 
eS�0� + �eS + �eS� − �t − tstep�
 S�t� = gi exp �B9� 
i=1 �i 
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